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Near-threshold study of Xe 3d photoionization
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The 3d photoelectron spectrum of xenon has been measured at several photon energies in the immediate
threshold region. The absolute photoionization cross section and angular anisotropy parameterb have been
determined for the two spin-orbit-split components. The experimental results are compared with calculations
using a relaxed single-channel approximation. In agreement with theory, most abrupt changes in cross section
and angular distribution are observed just above threshold. However, the Xe 3d5/2 photoionization cross
section also reveals, some 30-eV above threshold a second maximum that has not been predicted theoretically.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Photoionization from the inner shell 3d of Xe has been
studied much less extensively than that from the more s
low 4d level or from the outer shells 5p and 5s. Siegbahn
et al. measured the Xe 3d photoelectron spectrum, and d
termined the binding energies of the corresponding co
ionized states@1#. A wider 3d photoelectron spectrum, in
cluding shake-up satellites, was published later@2#. From the
total widths of the photoelectron lines measured using AlKa
radiation, the lifetime broadening of the 3d21 states was
estimated to be;0.5 eV @3#. The absorption spectrum o
xenon at the 3d threshold was reported in absolute units
Deslattes@4# and Yaǧci and Wilson@5#. Arp et al. @6# re-
cently published a total-ion-yield spectrum of the 3d thresh-
old region.

The Xe 3d absorption spectrum shows two broad a
intense maxima~Fig. 1! that are centered some 11 eV abo
the spin-orbit-split 3d ionization thresholds (3d5/2: 676.4 eV
@1#!. They have been attributed to the 3d→e f shape reso-
nances. Superimposed on these, one can see some w
features, the nature of which is not entirely clear. The re
nances preceding the 3d3/2 edge have been interpreted as d
to the 3d3/2→6p, 7p excitations@5,6#. However, in recent
investigations of theM4,5-N4,5N4,5 normal Auger electron
spectra@7# there was no evidence of additional lines due
spectator decay of the 3d3/2

21np vacancy state.
This problem can be solved in principle by studying t

partial 3d photoionization cross sections. The only expe
mental investigation so far in this direction was perform
by Beckeret al. @8#, who also determined the angular dist
bution of the 3d photoelectrons. The photon energy ran
studied extended from just above threshold to 1000 eV.
fortunately, the photon energy resolution was not suffici
to detect whether or not resonances around 690 eV affec
3d single-hole photoionization cross section. At higher ph
ton energies the results agreed reasonably well with the
sults of Hartree-Fock calculations@9#. But, in disagreemen
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with both the calculation and the absorption spectrum,
partial cross sections of Ref.@8# increased toward threshol
even at the lowest photon energies. In the present pape
study Xe 3d photoionization with high resolution, particu
larly in the threshold region, in order to resolve these d
crepancies. We report results for the partial photoionizat
cross sections of both spin-orbit split components in abso
units ~Sec. IV A!. The angular distribution parameterb is
also measured in a backscattering geometry and, for the 3d5/2
line, in the dipole plane perpendicular to the light bea
~Sec. IV C!.

II. EXPERIMENT

A. Experimental setups

Most measurements were carried out on the soft-x-
undulator beamline X1B@10# at the National Synchrotron

FIG. 1. The absorption spectrum of Xe at the 3d threshold re-
gion measured as a yield of secondary electrons (Ekin;0.5 eV).
Entrance and exit slits of 30 and 40mm were used for the mono
chromator, and a 300-eV pass energy for the electron analyzer.
photon energy scale follows Ref.@6# for the positions of the spectra
features. The vertical bars marked withM5 andM4 indicate the 3d
ionization thresholds, as given in Ref.@1#.
©2000 The American Physical Society16-1
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Light Source, Brookhaven. The spherical grating monoch
mator employs the Dragon geometry@11# and is equipped
with a holographically manufactured laminar grating~800
lines/mm!. The monochromatized radiation is sufficiently i
tense for gas-phase photoelectron spectroscopy from 25
1000 eV, while still offering reasonably high-photon-ener
resolution: The use of the 30~40! mm openings for the en
trance~exit! slits of the monochromator resulted in photo
bandwidths narrower than 500 meV at a photon energy
;700 eV and—employing the analyser described below
count rates of 2 kHz on the Xe 3d line.

Monochromatized radiation enters the interaction reg
along the main symmetry axis of the spatially fixed cylind
cal mirror analyzer~CMA! @12#. Electrons ejected backwar
into the magical angle of 54.7° with respect to the axis c
enter the analyzer. A circular microchannel plate detec
~with a central hole! is placed on the CMA axis in front o
the focal point of the analyzer such that electrons of a gi
kinetic energy form a circular distribution pattern. The pla
of the detector thus includes electric and magnetic vector
the incident light. The detector is divided into eight se
ments, each of which spans 45° azimuthally. A spher
entrance lens can be used to retard the electrons before
enter the cylindrical capacitor. In this study, the CMA w
operated with a fixed 40-eV pass energy (Epass), which cor-
responds to a;250-meV kinetic-energy resolution.

Additional measurements were done with a differe
setup. A rotatable UHV chamber equipped with three tim
of-flight analyzers similar to the type described by Hemm
et al. @13# was used on the BW3 beamline at the Hambur
Synchrotronstrahlungslabor HASYLAB at DESY, Hambur
The analysers were mounted in the dipole plane. Spe
were taken at two different positions of the chamber ang
with analyzers positioned at254.7°, 90°, and 180° rotation
angles relative to the electric-field vector, and with the fi
analyzer positioned at215°.

B. Geometrical considerations

Within the dipole approximation, the differential cros
section of an electron line under a 54.7° backscattering
ometry is@14#

ds

dV
5

s

4p F11
1

2
bP cos 2fG , ~1!

wheres is the total cross section,b is the angular anisotropy
parameter, andP5(I x2I y)/(I x1I y) is the degree of linea
polarization ~the first Stokes parameter!. I x and I y denote
radiation intensities measured with plane polarizers para
and perpendicular to the storage ring plane, respectively.f is
the angle between the electric vector and the projection
the direction of observation on the detector plane. As long
the dipole approximation is valid, theb values of electron
lines can be determined directly from the intensities o
served in different segments; the summed intensity of
eight segments is proportional to the cross section.

The geometry used in the present measurements le
within the dipole approximation, to a simple equation for t
angular asymmetry parameterb of a given electron line@12#:
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ds,

bP5
p

&

I 12I 31I 52I 7

I 11I 31I 51I 7
. ~2!

Here I i is the integrated electron intensity in the detec
segmenti. Segments 1 and 5 are horizontal, and are bisec
by the plane containing the electric and propagation vec
of the incident light. Segments 3 and 7 are located symme
cally about the perpendicular plane that contains the li
propagation vector.

In recent years, it was theoretically predicted@15,16# and
experimentally verified@17# that nondipole effects can al
ready be significant at photon energies well below 1000
~also see Ref.@18# for a recent review!. When we take into
account the first-order (E2 andM1) corrections to the dif-
ferential cross section of photoelectron lines@15#, and trans-
form to a right-handed coordinate system with thez axis
pointing in the direction of photon propagation and thex axis
lying in the storage ring plane, we obtain

ds

dV
5

s

4p F12
b

2 S P2~cosu!2
3

2
P cos 2f sin2 u D

1d cosu1
1

2
g~11P cos 2f!cosu sin2 uG . ~3!

Hered andg describe (E1-M1) and (E1-E2) interference
terms, and are defined as in Ref.@16#. u is measured from the
z axis to the electron propagation direction. It is assumed
the main axis of the light polarization ellipse aligns withx.
From this equation, it is seen that inclusion of the high
multipoles leads to a redistribution of intensity between f
ward and backward scattering angles, which is described
the d cosu and (g/2) cosu terms. Inserting our spectromete
angleu5125.3°, Eq.~1! should be modified to the form

ds

dV
5

s

4p F12
d

)
2

g

3)
1S b

2
2

g

3)
D P cos 2fG . ~4!

Angle-integrated as well as angle-resolved results are th
fore modified as a consequence of the higher-order ter
The quantity extracted by an analysis of the measured as
metry according to Eq.~2! can be written as a modified an
gular distribution parameterb8, connected to the dipoleb by

b85b2
2g

3)
. ~5!

For the present case of Xe 3d photoemission, however, val
ues below60.02 for d and g are to be expected from
theoretical study@16#. We will therefore proceed with the
analysis of partial cross sections and angular anisotro
according to Eq.~1!, and discuss possible modifications d
to higher-order terms at a later point in the text.

C. Data reduction

The Xe 3d photoelectron spectra were normalized to t
pressure of the target gas and the photon flux. In addition
account for possible changes in the response of the pho
6-2
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ode to the flux during the measurement~e.g., due to the
changes in the beam position!, the Ne 2p photoelectron
spectrum was recorded before and after each Xe 3d mea-
surement. The normalized intensityI 3di

(hn) of the 3di pho-

toelectron line (i 53/2,5/2) at a photon energyhn is obtained
from the fit ~see below!. The corresponding unscaled parti
photoionization cross sections i(hn) can then be calculate
from

s3di
~hn!5I 3di

~hn!* sNe 2p~hn!/I Ne 2p~hn!, ~6!

wheresNe 2p and I Ne 2p are the cross section@19# and nor-
malized average intensity of the Ne 2p photoelectron line,
respectively, at the same photon energy. Note that for
determination of the cross section, the accuracy of the a
lute sNe 2p values is not critical; more important is that i
attenuation as a function of photon energy is correctly
scribed. This fact limits the systematical inaccuracy of
method resulting from the neglect of the influence ofd andg
on sNe 2p , which was measured in Ref.@17#, to below 1.5%.

The Ne 2s photoelectron line, theb parameter of which is
2, was measured in order to determine the degree of lin
polarizationP. However, in the present geometry the no
zerog parameter affects the observed angular distributio~
d50 for s photoelectron lines!. Using the results of Hem
mers and co-workers@17,20# for g, P was found to be 0.74
and is thus higher than the apparent value of 0.70 given
Eq. ~2!. For the measurements performed on the BW3 be
line at HASYLAB, the degree of linear polarizationP is of
less concern: a value of 0.97 or larger is routinely determi
for P from the results of angle-resolved photoelectron sp
troscopy.

Figure 2 shows the electron spectrum of xenon taken
697-eV photon energy. The original data have been corre
for the transmission function of the analyzer. The two m
intense peaks are the 3d3/2 and 3d5/2 photoelectron lines.

FIG. 2. The 3d photoelectron spectrum of Xe measured
697-eV photon energy. Experimental data are shown with dots.
broken curves depict the inherent line shapes of the photoelec
lines, made asymmetric by PCI. The inherent line shapes of Au
transitions~weaker structures! were described by Lorentzians~not
shown!. The full line gives the final fit result after convolution wit
the instrumental profiles.
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They show characteristic tails towards lower kinetic energ
due to post-collision interaction~PCI! between the photo-
electron and the subsequently emitted Auger electron.
Auger electron is much faster than the photoelectron~e.g.,
the decay process 3d21→4d22 leads to Auger kinetic ener
gies of about 520 eV!; hence it can overtake the latter, whic
results in an energy exchange between the two electron

As an approximation to the line shape the analytical p
file derived by Armenet al. @21# for coincident experiments
has been implemented in our nonlinear least-squares fit
gram. The broken curves in Fig. 2 depict this intrinsic li
shape before convolution with the instrumental profiles. T
spectrum of Fig. 2 also contains considerable intensity du
Auger transitions. Not only theN4,5-OO diagram Auger
lines and their correlation satellites@22# but also cascade
processes following the first-step Auger decay~e.g., 3d21

→4d22→4d215p22→5p24) are expected to contribute t
the features seen in the spectrum of Fig. 2. Indeed, the he
of the background at low kinetic energies was observed
correlate with the changes of the 3d photoionization cross
section.

The presence of Auger lines makes it more difficult
derive the intensities of the photoelectron lines. The kine
energies of the Auger lines that appeared to arise fromd
photoionization were taken from Ref.@22#. These Auger
lines were also used for the kinetic-energy calibration. Wh
there was overlap between 3d photoelectron lines and Auge
lines at certain photon energies, the intensities of the Au
lines were approximated from measurements done at ne
photon energies and kept fixed.

In principle, the fit program can be used to extract t
lifetime widths of the 3d21 states. The Lorentzian lifetime
broadenings of the 3d photoelectron lines were therefore a
lowed to vary within certain limits in the first fits. Howeve
when the results did not converge at a single value; the l
time widths were fixed to 0.5 eV@3#. The failure to obtain
the lifetime broadening may at least partly be attributed
‘‘interfering’’ Auger lines. In the fit, a Gaussian functio
represented the monochromator bandwidth; its width w
calculated analytically for each photon energy. A predet
mined numerical profile was used for the shape of the sp
trometer broadening, with a width set according to the inv
tigated behavior of the electron energy resolution as
function of Ekin /Epass @23#.

III. CALCULATIONS

No theoretical data for the Xe 3d photoionization sepa-
rated into the spin-orbit-split components are known to
We have therefore calculated the partial cross sections
the b parameter using a fully relativisticab initio code@24#,
based on the atomic structure program of Grant et al.@25#.
The continuum wave function of the outgoing photoelectr
was calculated using separately optimized final-state orb
for the photoion. This takes into account the ‘‘intrachanne
correlations, which is another way of saying that the to
final state wavefunctions diagonalize the total final-st
Hamiltonian, ^cEuHucE8&5Ed(E2E8), where c refers to
the same ionic state. Exchange effects in the continuum
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overlap matrix elements appropriate to quantify relaxat
effects were included. This scheme was termed the atom
state-function approximation in Ref.@24#, and proved suc-
cessful for the explanation of the Kr 3d partial photoioniza-
tion cross section.

IV. RESULTS

A. Cross section

The scaling of the normalized intensities of the photoel
tron lines@Eq. ~6!# to the absolute cross section can usua
be done with the aid of a photoabsorption spectrum m
sured in absolute units. First the contribution of the par
photoionization cross sections of less deeply bound sh
should be estimated. This can be done by extrapolating
shape of the photoabsorption cross section from below
above the edge of interest by the Victoreen formula@26#. At
the Xe 3d threshold there is, however, interchannel coupl
between different photoionization processes@27,28#, i.e., the
partial photoionization cross sections of other shells, part
larly of 4d, are affected by the emergence of the 3d chan-
nels. We have therefore used the data of Becker and
workers@8,27# to scale our 3d partial photoionization cross
section to their value~2.35 Mb! at 730-eV photon energy
There are no abrupt changes in photoabsorption at this
ton energy, so the scaling is not sensitive to the photon
ergy resolution. The resulting 3d partial photoionization
cross sections are shown in Fig. 3. Also included is the p
toabsorption spectrum taken from Ref.@29#. Note that it was
determined in absolute units independently of a calibrant
using the setup described in Ref.@30#.

The difference between the photoabsorption and the
of the partial 3d photoionization cross sections at 730 eV

FIG. 3. The 3d3/2,5/2 photoionization cross sections. Closed a
open circles give the experimental cross sections of the 3d5/2 and
3d3/2 photoelectron lines, respectively, determined from the m
surements that were performed at the X1B beamline. Cros
circles denote their sum, i.e., total 3d single-hole photoionization
cross section. Also shown are the corresponding results f
Beckeret al. @8# ~closed and open triangles and up-triangles w
error bars!. The solid, dotted, and dashed curves give the calcula
3d5/2, 3d3/2, and 3d photoionization cross sections, shifted in e
ergy by25.1 eV. The uppermost curve is the measured total p
toabsorption cross section of Xe@29#.
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about 0.9 Mb. Becker et al.@27# also determined photoion
ization cross sections for the shallower main lines and th
satellites. These add up to about 0.63 Mb athv5730 eV,
which leaves 0.2–0.3 Mb for such shake-up and shake
transitions that accompany 3d ionization. It would be quite
difficult to verify the contribution of the 3d shake-up pro-
cesses at low kinetic energies, since they have intens
comparable to overlapping 4d-based Auger lines. From a
measurement performed at 835-eV photon energy, howe
we extracted the total intensity of shake-up lines to be;10%
of that of the 3d main lines. The above figures can also
compared to the photoabsorption cross section just before
3d threshold, which is;0.66 Mb, and originates from al
possible photoionization processes from shallower shells
cluding shake-up and shake-off transitions. The contribut
of these processes is thus very similar to the result~;0.63
Mb! of Beckeret al.@27# at hv5730 eV, which indicates tha
the scaling should not be too much in error.

Becker and co-workers@8,27# gave an uncertainty o
about60.25 Mb for their determination of the photoioniza
tion cross sections athv5730 eV. When using their result
for scaling, the same uncertainty is directly transferred to
results, making it the largest absolute source of error.
noted above, the neglect of nondipole effects in Nep
photoionization causes a systematic normalization e
~,1.5%!. Another factor that can be categorized under n
malization errors arises from fluctuations of incident phot
flux; this is estimated to be below 3%. Statistical errors ca
an uncertainty of similar magnitude in most measureme
but it could be considerably larger in the measurements d
just a few eV above threshold, where the cross section is
and the shape of the background most difficult to estima
An important source of error at very low kinetic energi
arises from the uncertainty of the transmission function
the electron analyzer. The errors due to variations in
target gas pressure, on the contrary, are negligible, s
pressure was continuously monitored. We estimate the t
error excluding scaling to be less than 10% for measu
ments performed more than 10 eV above each threshold

The 3d photoionization cross section gradually increas
on going from threshold toward higher excitation energi
as might be expected from the behavior of the total photo
sorption cross section. The first small resonance~at 686 eV!
on the 3d5/2→e f shape resonance might cause a variation
the 3d5/2 photoionization cross section. Any effect on th
other two resonances cannot be seen in this curve, but
paucity of data points and the magnitude of error bars co
conceal it. However, it is clear that there is another bro
maximum in the 3d5/2 photoionization cross section aroun
707 eV ~or some 30 eV above threshold!. Starting from
threshold, the cross section curve for 3d3/2 is very similar to
that for 3d5/2, when the curves are inspected as a function
photoelectron kinetic energy. They even appear to achi
the same absolute cross section on the respective giant
nances. The maximum value of 3d3/2 is thus relatively larger
than expected from the population ratio of the two 3d orbit-
als. After the shape resonance, the 3d3/2 photoionization
cross section decreases continuously, apparently with
showing any other maxima.
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Our calculations included in Fig. 3 were shifted by25.1
eV to facilitate comparison with the experiment, but have
been adjusted in any other way. As far as the sum of b
components is concerned, the agreement between experi
and theory is very satisfactory, except for the region wh
the 3d3/2 channels begin to attain a measurable intens
When comparing the spin-orbit-resolved cross-section ca
lations with the experiment, one has to remember that in
channel interactions have not been included in the form
This sheds a different light on the second local maximum
the 3d5/2 cross section. The impression that there is a lo
maximum seems to be caused by a preceding local minim
around 696 eV. In this energy region, the 3d5/2 curve lies
clearly below, but the 3d3/2 curve slightly above, the calcu
lated values. A possible explanation would then be that
terchannel correlations between the two fine-structure c
ponents lead to a redistribution of intensity in this ener
region. However, this explanation cannot account for all
discrepancy between experiment and theory. We also
that the steep onsets in the experimental partial photoion
tion cross sections seem to be underestimated in theory

B. Auger electron yield

The determination of the photoionization cross section
measuring the Xe 3d and Ne 2p photoelectron spectra wa
rather slow; the measurements at each photon energy
about 2 h, and gave one or two points in Fig. 3. Unfor
nately, it appeared that the determination suffered sligh
from small changes in the photon energy during the leng
scans. If the error bars above are also taken into accou
proved not feasible to study the effect of the continuum
citations on the photoionization channels. The photoioni
tion strengths were therefore also studied by an indirect,
much faster means, namely, by recording the yields of Au
electrons. Two measurements were made, one with
kinetic-energy window~width ;2.5 eV! centered at 521 and
the other at 533 eV, which correspond to t
M5-N4,5N4,5(

1D2 ,1G4 ,3P) and M4-N4,5N4,5(
1D2 ,1G4 ,3P)

decay, respectively@31,32#. The results are shown in Fig. 4
The Auger electron yields reproduce well the main fe

tures of the photoionization cross section curves~Fig. 3!,
including the second broad maximum at;705 eV in the
3d5/2 cross section. All three sharp continuum resonan
around 690 eV excitation energy are intense in theM5 Auger
yield. This indicates that they are predominantly connec
with the ionization of the 3d5/2 shell. If the resonances wer
solely due to the 3d3/2→np,n>6 excitations, the following
M4-N4,5N4,5 resonant Auger decay processes would yi
electrons whose kinetic energies are higher than those o
corresponding normal Auger processes, i.e.,Ekin>527 eV
@31,32#. ~We can neglect the other two-hole one-particle fin
states, since the kinetic energies involved are either much
low or high.! The 3d3/2→np excitations may still play some
role, as the first of the three resonances (Eexc;686 eV! also
appears in theM4 Auger yield. This yield also shows a hin
of a continuum resonance at 698 eV, where there is a s
shoulder in the absorption spectrum~Fig. 1!. However, it
must be noted that any other process resulting in elec
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emission at the same kinetic energies would also contrib
to the yield spectra. Thus the peak at 678.5 eV in Fig. 4~b!
originates from direct 4p photoionization and not from
Auger decay.

C. Angular distribution

The b values of the 3d photoelectron lines were calcu
lated from Eq.~2! usingP50.74. The results are depicted
Fig. 5 as solid and open circles for 3d5/2 and 3d3/2, respec-
tively. In addition, we show some previously unpublish
results~open triangles! that were obtained with time-of-fligh
~TOF! spectroscopy at the HASYLAB, Hamburg. The TO
analyzers were positioned within the dipole plane. This
ometry eliminates the effects of nondipole angular distrib
tion parametersg andd.

Theb values from the two different experiments are fair
similar. In the case of the X1B data, errors in theb measure-
ments arise from irregularities of the relative yield of th
anode sectors, inaccuracies in the determination ofP, and
statistical errors. Since the first factor diminishes by aver
ing over pairs of segments in Eq.~2!, we estimate that the
error inb values is at most60.2 well above threshold. In the
first few points of eachb curve the error may be somewh
larger because of the low signal to background ratio. In
case of the HASYLAB data, imperfections of the normaliz
tion of the signal intensity in the different analyzers relati
to each other lead to similar errors. The determinations of
b parameters using two different experimental setups cle

FIG. 4. Electron yield spectra of~a! 521-eV and~b! 533-eV
electrons, corresponding toM5N4,5N4,5 and M4N4,5N4,5 Auger de-
cay, respectively.
6-5
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agree within the error limits. As one of the instruments w
operating in the dipole plane and the other was not,
confirms that nondipole effects in Xe 3d photoionization are
not significant close to threshold, in accordance with the
@16#.

Just like the partial cross sections, the angular anisotr
parametersb behave similarly for the two 3d photoelectron
lines as a function of electron kinetic energy. Both of the
obviously have negative values at very low kinetic energ
then rise rapidly until their maxima (b;1.1) at 12–14 eV
above threshold, after which they gradually decrease. T
behavior is well reproduced by our single-channel calcu
tions, except for the energy scale, which is shifted by22.0
eV in Fig. 5. The calculations have been converted to a p
ton energy scale by using experimental values for thed
ionization potentials; therefore, this shift, and the shift
25.1 eV of the cross-section curve, are not easy to expl

An oscillation of the dipoleb parameter immediately a
threshold was first predicted in Ref.@9#. The present calcu
lation predicts that the anisotropy parameters of both 3d5/2
and 3d5/2 should have minimum values close to21 within
very few eV above the corresponding thresholds. It is
possible to confirm this experimentally due to very low 3d
partial cross sections in this kinetic-energy region. Howev
as far as we could follow theb values toward threshold, the
are in agreement with this prediction.

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

High-resolution measurements of the Xe 3d5/2 and 3d3/2
partial cross section from below to 50 eV above thresh
have clarified some questions arising from earlier work, a
have revealed an interesting example of channel coup
within the same nonrelativistic configuration.

While our measurements reach a good agreement with

FIG. 5. The angular anisotropy parametersb of the 3d3/2,5/2

photoelectron lines. Closed and open circles give the experime
b values for the 3d5/2 and 3d3/2 photoelectron lines, respectively
determined from the measurements that were performed at the
beamline. Open triangles denote the two sets ofb values for the
3d5/2 photoelectron line, extracted from the BW3 measureme
Solid and dashed lines depict the calculatedb curves for 3d5/2 and
3d3/2 photoionization, respectively, shifted in energy by22.0 eV.
01271
s
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he

older measurements of Beckeret al. @8# 50 eV above thresh-
old, toward threshold we are able to reveal how both sp
orbit split components follow the two maxima in the phot
absorption cross section. Probably due to a much lar
excitation bandpass, this could not be observed in the o
data.

A number of theoretical photoionization studies of Xe 3d
appeared during the last 30 years@9,28,33,34#. In the course
of these studies, it became clear that the correct inclusio
relaxation effects is crucial for an adequate description
this process@28#. Coupling of 3d channels to other con
tinuum channels seemed less important, which is again d
onstrated by the good agreement of our own single-chan
calculations with the experimental values. This can be ra
nalized by the large difference between the kinetic energ
of the 3d photoelectrons and those resulting from the oth
channels, which in turn leads to large differences in the
spective cross sections. Our experimental results for the
of both Xe 3d components are in quantitative agreeme
with the relaxed relativistic random phase calculations
Kutzner et al. @28#; contrary to our model, the dip in the
cross section around 695 eV also seems to be reprodu
This implies that interchannel interactions between bothd
components play a role around these photon energies, s
the two calculations differ mainly by the inclusion of cou
pling between all Xe 5p-3d photoionization channels in Ref
@28#. This effect is in contrast to the spin-orbit branchin
ratio for most other noble gas subshells, which is influenc
mainly by interaction with different nonrelativistic configu
rations.

The resonances preceding the 3d3/2 edge were interpreted
as due to the 3d3/2→6p,7p excitations@5,6#. However, this
interpretation is not entirely satisfactory. First, the intensit
of these excitations do not behave as expected for a Ryd
series, and are larger than those of the 3d5/2→6p,7p excita-
tions that are located below the 3d5/2 edge. Second, recen
investigations on theM4,5-N4,5N4,5 Auger electron spectra
@7# revealed that the angular distribution of some norm
Auger electron lines is affected by these resonances, im
ing a coupling with the direct 3d photoionization channel.

The present results also indicate that these resonance
connected with the single-hole 3d photoionization process
A possible explanation for the effect could be that the a
sorption features are due to double excitations involving
4 f orbital. The one-electron excitations 3d→4 f cannot be
observed in Xe, but they are very intense in barium due
the collapse of the 4f wave function@6,35#. Thus the behav-
ior of the 4f wave function is sensitive to the charge state
the atom, and it could be the case that—also in two-h
two-electron configurations of Xe—the 4f wave function
could collapse toward the nucleus so as to make double
citations rather likely. Tong, Li, and Pratt@36# predicted that
the cross-section maximum of the 3d→n f ,e f excitations
moves below ionization threshold in the Xe1 ion, thus giving
some credibility to the above suggestion. Recently, dou
excitations above the 4d threshold in xenon were also calcu
lated to decay to the 4d21 states@37#. Similar processes
could then explain the preliminary observation that the 3d5/2
photoionization channel is affected by the resonances ab

tal

1B

s.
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the corresponding ionization threshold. This tentative int
pretation requires more theoretical and experimental supp
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